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Themed Tour Let’s Gyeonggi
Memories of History

Gyeonggi K-Place - Western

The themed itinerary below covers significant cultural heritage sites within Gyeonggi-do
Province. The sites presented below are closely related to major figured and events from the
Joseon period.

This section covers a variety of filming spots for dramas, reality shows, photoshoots.
There are options for places in Western Gyeonggi Province and Eastern Gyeonggi Province.
Let us find the spots convenient to reach.
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Wishing For Peace

Gyeonggi K-Place - Eastern

This itinerary covers significant points related to national security threats scattered around
Gyeonggi-do Province, starting from bordering regions in the North.
The course will provide an opportunity to face the standoff with North Korea, which is closer
than one may think.

This section covers a variety of filming spots for dramas, reality shows, and photoshoots.
There are places in Western Gyeonggi-do Province and Eastern Gyeonggi-do Province. Let us find
the spots that are convenient to get to.
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Trendy life in the Joseon Period

Gyeonggi’s ribs

This itinerary covers a variety of tourist destinations with trendy content and a great deal of
experience components through which visitors can feel history in fun and enjoyable ways.

This section introduces a gourmet itinerary through which you can experience the rib dishes that
Gyeonggi-do Province has to over, including Suwon Wanggalbi, Pocheon Idong Galbi, and Yangju Hanu
Galbi. While checking out these restaurants, do not miss out on the other attractions that Gyeonggi-do
Province has to offer in the area!
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Ceramic Road

Gyeonggi’s traditional liquor

This itinerary covers most of the significant locations in Gyeonggi-do Province that are
related to ceramic ware. Visitors may enjoy a variety of exhibits and experiences related to the
ceramics culture of Korea.

This itinerary visits traditional breweries and distilleries and provides information on experience
programs scattered around Gyeonggi-do Province. Encompassing Pocheon, Paju, and Pyeongtaek, those who enjoy ecological and cultural attractions can all enjoy this itinerary.
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Gyeonggi Forests

Gyeonggi’s Makgeolli

This itinerary is for those who want to experience various arboretums and recreational
forests that offer their own unique characteristics. Let us choose where to visit–the vast woods,
a tropical greenhouse, or a themed garden.

Let us take a look at a few makgeolli (rice wine) breweries that offer great tourist experiences.
We recommend checking out these other regional attractions located near each brewery.
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32

Gyeonggi New-Tro
This section covers premier destinations in Gyeonggi-do Province, in which visitors can
experience a sense of “retro.” These attractions boast an antiquity that feels strange and new,
something to be stored in your memories and photo galleries!
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Gyeonggi’s Traditional Markets
This itinerary covers the charming traditional markets around Gyeonggi-do Province. We chose
markets that especially present expertise and experience that cannot be found elsewhere.
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Explore Gyeonggi-do Province's Cultural Heritage

Memories of History
The themed itinerary below covers
significant cultural heritage sites within Gyeonggi-do Province.
The sites presented below are closely related to
major figured and events from the Joseon period.

Gyeonggi-do Province has been a crucial juncture in Korean history as the region surrounds Seoul,
the capital city of Korea for 600 years, starting in the Joseon period. Therefore, it bears myriads
of cultural heritage sites with rich historical backgrounds. Let us explore cultural heritage sites in
Gyeonggi-do Province that offer a distinct draw, compared to palaces in Seoul. Fortresses and
walls to defend the capital and royal tombs encompassed by the wood are a uniquely special
experience that only Gyeonggi-do Province can offer.

The Museum of
Silhak

"Silhak"is an innovative and practical philosophy that emerged during the

(Dasan Heritage Site)

ments. There are a lot of historical sites in Gyeonggi-do Providence that are

late Joseon period in the 18th century. It especially diﬀers from conventional
Confucious philosophy as it focuses on economic and scientiﬁc developtied to the advent of silhak, being the location of the origin of the philosophy.

27-1, Neungnae-ri, Joan-myeon,
Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-579-6000

San 23, Sanseong-ri,
Namhansanseong-myeon,
Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-743-6610

t

Namhansanseong Fortress is a mountain fortress that protected Hanyang,
the capital city, along with Bukhansanseong Fortress. Today, the East, West,

Free admission

and South gates, defense facilities, ammun (hidden gates), wells, a govern-

Get off at Sanseong Station (subway Line 8) and take Bus 9-1 ▶ Get
off at Namhansanseong Fortress

!t

!l

!g

Hours of Operation
10:00-18:00 (Jan.-Jun. & Sept.Dec.); 10:00-19:00 (Jul.-Aug.);
closed every Monday, New
Year's Day, Lunar New Year's Day,
Chuseok Holiday
Free admission

www.gg.go.kr/namhansansung-2

Olympic-daero ▶ Dongbu
Expressway ▶ Tancheondong-ro
▶ Namhansanseong-ro
▶ Namhansanseong Fortress
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"The mountain fortress that protected the capital"

Jeong Yagyong in Namyangju. There is a museum that oﬀers more detailed
information.

silhak.ggcf.kr

Namhansanseong Fortress

One of the representative sites is the historical site of the remains of Dasan

ment oﬃce, and a military training facility remain. Recognized for its historical

Foodie Destination

and cultural value, it was registered as World Cultural Heritage Site in 2014.
If a visitor wears a Hanbok to visit the site, parking fee is waived! So why
not take a stroll on the pathway next to the wall while wearing a Hanbok?
Namhansanseong Fortress is also famous for its bicycle trails.

Nakseonjae 낙선재

A Foodie destination near Namhansanseong Fortress

Nakseonjae is a beautiful Korean restaurant composed of a large traditional
Hanok mansion and a view of nature. The restaurant has been introduced on
television many times. Visitors may enjoy Korean food in a sophisticated and
idyllic venue.
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East Nine Royal Tombs
66-1, Inchang-dong,
Guri-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-563-2909
royaltombs.cha.go.kr/
6:00-18:00 (Feb.-May & Sept.Oct.); 06:00-18:30 (Jun.-Aug.);
06:30-17:30 (Nov.-Jan.)
Koreans KRW 1,000;
Foreigners ages 7-18 KRW 500,
ages 19-64 KRW 1,000

Tongil-ro ▶ Naebu Expressway
▶ Bukbu Expressway ▶ East Nine
Royal Tombs
Get off at Toegyewon Station
(Gyeongchun Line), take Bus 202
from Toegyewon Station, Elysia
Apartment ▶ Get off at East Nine
Royal Tombs, Korea’s largest
royal tomb complex.
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“Royal Tombs of 9 Kings”
The East Nine Royal Tombs is a complex of 9 royal tombs, including that of
the founder Taejo of Joseon (1335-1408) and Heonjong of Joseon (18271849). It is a special place where one can feel the 500-year history of the
Joseon period. It was designated as World Cultural Heritage Site for its
historical value.

Doldari Gopchang
Street
Near Angol-ro 97beon-gil,
Guri-si, Gyeonggi-do

Doldari Gopchang Street is where visitors can ﬁnd numerous restaurants
that serve gopchang, grilled pork/beef small intestine. Gopchang has been
a choice comfort food for Koreans for a long time, especially accompanied
with soju. On Dodari Gopchang Street, it is customary to wrap a piece of
completely grilled gopchang with chogochujang (ﬁery hot chili paste).

Recommended Cafe
Modern Giwa 모던기와

Café near East Nine Royal Tombs

This cafe within a hanok with a beautiful view of the Hangang River. In addition
to coﬀee, visitors are welcome to try out traditional Korean teas such as daechu
cha (jujube tea).

37, Achasan-ro, Guri-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 2-2049-0118
10:30-23:00
Espresso KRW 4,500
Capuccino KRW 6,000
Jujube Tea KRW 7,000

11

Yungneung and
Geolleung Royal
Tombs

Yungneung and Geolleung Royal Tombs is home to the tombs of King
Jeongjo of Joseon (1752-1776), the 22nd monarch of the Joseon period,
and his queen consort, as well as Prince Sado and his consort. Prince Sado
was a tragic ﬁgure–while he was the Crown Prince, he was killed by his
father, King Yeongjo of Joseon, the 21st King of the period amidst power

21-1, Hyohaeng-ro 481
beon-gil, Hwaseong-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-222-0142

Yongjusa Temple
136, Yongju-ro, Hwaseong-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-234-0040
www.yongjoosa.or.kr
Adults KRW 1,500;
Adolescents KRW 1,000;
Children KRW 700
Gwacheon-daero ▶ Gwacheon
Bongdam Urban Highway ▶
Seobu-ro ▶ Yongjusa Temple
Get off at Byeongjeom Station
(subway Line 1) take Bus 35,
35-1, or 50 from Byeongjeom
Station Back Gate ▶ Get off at
Yongjusa Temple

12
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"A royal temple that protects the royal tombs"
Yongjusa Temple was established in 854 CE during the Shilla period.

royaltombs.cha.go.kr

struggles within the court. Even King Jeongjo was a good king who led the
height of the nation; he was always burdened by his father’s death and
felt indebted to him. Because of this, he wished to be buried alongside his
father after his passing.

09:00-18:00
(Feb.-May & Sept.-Oct.);
09:00-18:30 (Jun.-Aug.);
09:00-17:30 (Nov.-Jan.)
Koreans KRW 1,000;
Foreigners ages 7-18 KRW
500, ages 19-64 KRW 1,000

It was destroyed during the invasion of the Qing Empire in the early 17th
century and rebuilt by Jeongjo of Joseon (1752-1776), the 22nd King of the
Joseon period, to anoint it as a royal temple that protects his father’s

Foodie Destination

tomb. From this time on, Yongjusa Temple has become the center that
signiﬁes the virtue of "Hyo," the ﬁlial piety towards one’s parents. To this

Cheonhak-dong Chilgnaengmyeon 청학동칡냉면

day, the temple runs temple stay programs and museums that feature

Foodie destination near Yungneung and Geolleung Royal Tombs

Hyo culture.

This place is renowned for its cold noodles made with arrowroot. Seasonings tickle the taste buds while the icy cold broth containing chunks of ice create the best
treat for your unique journey to the Yungneung and Geolleung Royal Tombs.

468, Hyohaeng-ro,
Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-223-1182
10:30-21:00
Cold Buckwheat Noodles
KRW 8,000
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Flying Suwon

Hwaseong Fortress

Flying Suwon is a unique experience where visitors can look over the Hwaseong
Fortress area in a helium balloon, 150 meters in the air. Nighttime ﬂights are an
especially favored choice as it is a prime opportunity to enjoy the nightscape of

255-4, Ji-dong, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do

Suwon city.

+82 31-247-1300
www.flyingsuwon.com

“Planned city built by the king"

11:00-20:30 (weekdays);
11:00-21:00 (weekends &
holidays)

+82 31-290-3600

King Jeongjo of Joseon (1752-1776), the 22nd King of the Joseon period, had

www.swcf.or.kr

the closest ties to Gyeonggi-do Province, for he built a new town called

Adults KRW 18,000;
Middle school students KRW
17,000;
Elementary school students
KRW 15,000;
25 months-kindergarteners
KRW 12,000
(Parties of 20 people or more
receive a 10% discount)

320-2, Yeonghwa-dong,
Jangan-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do

09:00-18:00 (Mar.-Oct.);
09:00-17:00 (Nov.-Feb.)
Adults KRW 1,000;
Children KRW 500;
Adolescents & military
personnel KRW 700
Umyeonsan-ro ▶ Gwacheon
Bongdam Urban Highway ▶
Gyeongsu-daero ▶ Hwaseong
Fortress, Suwon
Get off at Seonbawi Station (subway
Line 4), take Bus 3000 from exit 2 of
Seonbawi Station ▶ Suwon Center
for Traditional Culture, Jangan-dong

14
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Hwaseong in Suwon. Hwaseong was designed to be a defensive fortress
to secure the southern part of the capital as well as a venue to realize
the King’s political visions. Visitors can enjoy the killer view of walls and
structures decorated with traditional rooﬁng tiles, as well as participate in
various historical experiences such as archery.

Foodie Destination
Jinmi Tongdak 진미통닭

Foodie destination near Paldal Global Market

Visitors can ﬁnd several restaurants where they can taste tongdak, the prototype
of Korean-style chicken dishes. Jinmi Tongdalk is one of the most famous places
among them.
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Peace Tourism In Gyeonggi-do Province

Wishing For Peace
This itinerary covers significant points related to national security threats scattered
around Gyeonggi-do Province, starting from bordering regions in the North.
The course will provide an opportunity to face the standoff with North Korea,
which is closer than one may think.

While it has been more than half a century since the Korean War ended, Korea remains the only
divided country in the world. Because of this, visitors coming to the Northern Gyeonggi-do
Province are offered a unique experience that cannot be found anywhere else in the world.

Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri
148-33, Imjingak-ro Munsaneup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-956-8300
imjingak.co.kr
Free admission; Lightweight
vehic le parking KRW 1,000,
passenger vehicle parking
KRW 2,000,
mid-sized vehicle parking
KRW 3,000
Gangbyeonbuk-ro ▶ Jayu-ro
▶ Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri
Get off at Munsan Station (Gyeongui-Jungang Line), take Village
Bus 058 from Exit 1 of Munsan
Station ▶ Get off at Imjingak
Pyeonghwa Nuri Park

18
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“From the symbol of division and the Cold War to
a cultural venue that wishes for lasting peace”
Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri is a place that holds the war of the past, division

Restaurant St.
Paju Matgoul
107-5, Seongdong-ri,
Tanhyeon-myeon,
Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

Restaurant St. Paju Matgoul is a venue prepared by Gyeonggido Province
near Imjingak Pavilion for visitors to experience traditional Korean cuisines.
Visitors can ﬁnd items like spicy ﬁsh stew, roasted duck, and Korean set
menus.

+82 31-940-4432

of the present, and peace of the future, all in one space. Imjingak Pavilion
was built in 1972 for North Korean defectors, and since then it has become
the place that reminds people of the pain of the war and history of the
divided country as additional features nearby such as the Freedom Bridge
and Imjingang River railway bridge were added in hopes of reuniﬁcation.

Recommended Cafe
Café Anyeong 카페 안녕

Cafe near Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri Park

Café Anyeong is located inside Imjingak Pyeonghwa Nuri. It gives the visitors a
unique look as the building is located in the middle of a pond. From the café,
visitors can take a look at the hill of wind, where hundreds of pinwheels spinning in hopes of reuniﬁcation and other works of installation art greet visitors.
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Odusan Unification Observatory
369, Pilseung-ro Tanhyeonmyeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-956-9600
www.jmd.co.kr
Mar.-Oct
09:00-17:00 (weekdays);
09:00-18:00 (weekends and
holidays; in Mar. & Oct., hours
are the same as weekdays but
closed every Mon.)

"Landscape of North Korea just across a river"
The border of South and North Korea. Visitors can see the Hangang River and Imjingang River joining and ﬂowing into Yellow Sea, the landscape
of Hwanghaedo Province, North Korea which is only 2 kilometers away, as
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+82 31-810-8114

an exhibition and convention center that opened in 2005. KINTEX is the
largest convention center in South Korea, hosting a variety of exhibits and
events such as K-Pop events and recording of television programs.

www.kintex.com
06:00-23:00 (hours of operation may vary depending on
the exhibition)

Foodie Destination
Gohyangjib Sigol Bapsang 고향집 시골 밥상

09:00-16:30 (weekdays);
09:00-17:00 (weekends and
holidays, closed every Mon.)

20

KINTEX is an acronym for the Korea International Exhibition Center Company,
KINTEX, 408, Hallyu world-ro,
Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si,
Gyeonggi-do

well as Gaepoong village of North Korea.

Nov.-Feb

Adults KRW 3,000; Students &
military personnel KRW 1,600;
Free admission for seniors &
kindergarteners

KINTEX

Foodie destination of Odusan Uniﬁcation Observatory

Gangbyeonbuk-ro ▶ Jayu-ro ▶ Odusan Unification Observatory
Get off at Geumchon Station (Gyeongui-Jungang Line), take Bus 900 from Exit 1 of
Geumchon Station ▶ Get off at the Unification Observatory

The restaurant oﬀers a complete table of ﬁlling traditional Korean dishes, including grilled pork, grilled dried pollack, soybean paste stew, and soy-marinated
crab. As the menu items are more sophisticated versions of traditional Korean
home meals, a meal at the restaurant may be a cultural experience rather than
just a decent meal.
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Gimpo Marine Park
110-36, Daemyeonghang 1-ro
Daegot-myeon, Gimpo-si,
Gyeonggi-do

"From being weapons of war to becoming
a rest area for citizens"

+82 31-987-4097
Hours of Operation 09:00-19:00
(closed on Chuseok Holiday and
Lunar New Year's Day)
Adults KRW 3,000;
Students & military personnel
KRW 2,000;
Children KRW 1,000
Olympic-daero ▶ Gimpo
hangang-ro ▶ Daemyeonghang
-ro ▶ Gimpo Marine Park
Get off at Gurae Station (Gimpo
Goldline), take Bus 60-3 ▶ Get off
at Daemyeonghang Port

22
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Unbong LST 671 was built in 1944 and served as a landing craft for the

Deokpojin Fort
Gimpo's Deokpojin Fort is an installation that was used by the military during
San 105,Sinan-ri, Daegot-myeon,
Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do

the Joseon period. It is composed of observation posts, artillery batteries,

+82 31-989-9794

gunners. Visitors can observe how the defensive facilities looked during

Free admission

Republic of Korea Navy for more than 60 years before decommissioning
in 2006. The Naval Headquarters donated the vessel to Gimpo City after
modifying it into a venue for comprehensive cultural experience instead of
scuttling the ship, and Gimpo Marine Park came into being. Seeing a warship
that used to be on the front lines of combat become a rest area for the
citizens sparks more earnest expectations for the age of peace.

and a patrol post which stored embers for cannons and commanded the
Joseon period.

Foodie Destination
Mokpo Gunsan Hoetjib 목포 군산 횟집
Foodie destination near Gimpo Marine Park

Mokpo Gunsan Hoetjib is located in Daemyeong Port, Gimpo, which is one of
the famous ﬁshing ports in the area. The restaurant specializes in sliced raw
ﬁsh and spicy ﬁsh stew. It is one of the premier destinations where visitors
can enjoy seasonal seafood. The place has made multiple appearances on
television.
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Historical entertainment with an experience

Trendy Life in the Joseon Period
This itinerary covers a variety of tourist destinations
with trendy content and a great deal of experience
components through which visitors can feel history in fun and enjoyable ways.

Historical tourism is often considered a tedious activity. However, Gyeonggi-do Province offers a
variety of trendy historical entertainment experiences. Visitors can walk past the romantic palace
lit up by night lights in rented hanbok. They can partake in witty role-playing activities in a Korean folk
village, a traditional themed park. They can indulge themselves in their favorite period TV shows at
filming sites for Hallyu (Korean Wave) period pieces. Let us enjoy all the fun that Gyeonggi-do Province
has to offer.

Temporary Palace at Hwaseong Fortress
825, Jeongjo-ro, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-290-3600
www.suwon.go.kr/web/
visitsuwon/index.do
(Hwaseong Fortress, Suwon tab)

A temporary palace is a palace where a king stays temporarily when the king is in

09:00-18:00 (summer);
09:00-17:00 (winter)

royal tombs. There are 6 temporary palaces between Seoul and Suwon. Among

Adults KRW 1,500;
Adolescents & military
personnel KRW 1,000;
Elementary school students
KRW 700
Samil-daero ▶ Gyeongbu
Expressway ▶ Yongin-Seoul
Expressway ▶ Temporary Palace
at Hwaseong Fortress
Get off at Suwon Station (subway
Line 1), take Bus 16 ▶ Get off at
Paldal-gu Office, Temporary Palace at Hwaseong Fortress, site of
Hwaseong Fortress
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“Temporary palace for the king visiting
his father’s grave"
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provinces in transit due to wars or other emergencies, or while paying respects to

Walhwawon Garden,
Hyowon Park

them, the Temporary Palace at Hwaseong Fortress is the largest and boasts the
highest quality of them all. Visitors can enjoy a variety of events and programs all
year round, including a martial arts showcase presented by the 24 Martial Arts
Association.

399, Dongsuwon-ro,
Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do

Walhwawon Garden opened in 2006. It is built upon the friendship and
exchange agreement between Gyeonggi-do Province and Guangdong
Province of China. Residents and visitors enjoy the exotic view of traditional
Cantonese-style buildings, artiﬁcial ponds, and waterfalls.

+82 31-228-4192

Foodie Destination
Unmelo 운멜로

Foodie destination near Temporary Palace at Hwaseong Fortress

Unmelo is an Italian restaurant with a folksy feel in a modiﬁed ordinary residential
house. Terrace seats are available on the roof for a meal with mood. Clear menu
selections centered around pasta brings out one's appetite.
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Korean Folk Village

Nam June Paik
Art Center

90, Minsokchon-ro, Giheung-gu,
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

“Time travel back to the Joseon period”

+82 31-288-0000

The Korean Folk Village is a themed park that reenacts the traditional

www.koreanfolk.co.kr
Feb.-Apr.
09:30-18:00(Weekdays);
09:30-18:30(Weekends)
May. 1-Jul. 31
09:30-18:30(Weekdays);
09:30-19:00(Weekends)

cultures and daily lives of Koreans centuries ago. Opened in 1974, the
Korean Folk Village features recreate or preserve traditional Korean buildings including thatched houses, government oﬃces, houses of nobility,
traditional taverns/inns, houses of aristocrats, workshops, village schools,
pharmacies, and physiognomists' houses. Other than these structures,

Aug. 1-Nov. 17
09:30-22:00

visitors can ﬁnd an amusement park and a folk museum. The Korean Folk

Nov. 18 - Jan. 31
09:30-17:30(Weekdays);
09:30-18:00(Weekends)

period TV shows.
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Opened in 2008, the Nam June Paik Art Center commemorates the spirit and
achievements of Nam June Paik, the world-class media artist. The museum
features the life and art of Nam June Paik, oﬀers other related exhibits and
education, and conducts research activities.

+82 31-201-8500
njp.ggcf.kr
10:00-18:00 (Jan.-Jun. &
Sept.-Dec.);
10:00-19:00 (Jun.-Aug.);
closed every Monday
Free admission (fees for special
exhibitions may vary)
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Village is one of broadcasting stations' favorite destinations for ﬁlming

Admission Fees
Adults KRW 20,000;
Adolescents KRW 17,000;
Children 15,000
Admission + Attraction Pass
Adults KRW 28,000;
Adolescents KRW 25,000;
Children 22,000

10, Paiknamjune-ro, Giheung-gu,
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

!j

Foodie Destination
VASO VASO

Banpo-daero ▶ Gyeongbu Expressway ▶ Korean Folk Village
Take Bus 5000A from Seoul Station Bus Transfer Center ▶ Get off at Sangmi Village, Singal
Ogeori, then take Bus 37 ▶ Get off at Korean Folk Village

Foodie destination near the Korean Folk Village

VASO is where one can ﬁnd good fondue and steaks. When dipping a variety of
ingredients, such as apples, cucumbers, tomatoes, bread, bananas, or potatoes,
into hot cheese and eating it, you will be amazed by the deep rich ﬂavors that
grace your tastebuds.
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Dae Jang Geum Park
25, Yongcheon drama-gil
Baegam-myeon, Cheoin-gu,
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-337-3241

Dae Jang Geum Park is a ﬁlming studio for period pieces as well as a his-

djgpark.imbc.com

tory-themed park based on the TV show, "Dae Jang Geum." It recreates

09:00-18:00(Summer);
09:00-17:00(Winter)
Adults KRW 9,500;
Middle school students
KRW 8,000;
48 months-elementary school
students KRW 7,000
Free admission for infants and
toddlers
Gyeongbu Expressway ▶ Yeongdong Expressway ▶ Jugyang-daero
▶ Dae Jang Geum Park

Get off at Baekam Bus Terminal,
take Bus 105 ▶ get off at MBC
Dramia
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"Encounter history at the largest open set in Korea"
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various construction styles and living spaces from a variety of eras, such as
the Three Kingdoms period, Goryeo period, and Joseon Period, through
close attention to details. The park covers the vast area of 2.8 million
square meters, and there is always active ﬁlming for TV shows, movies,

Waujeongsa
Temple
244-4, Haegok-dong, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-332-2472

Waujeongsa Temple was established by a monk who defected from North
Korea, wishing for reuniﬁcation. Main attractions include the "Stone
Pagoda of Uniﬁcation" built of rocks from Buddhist holy sites around the
world, "Reclining Buddha" recognized by Guinness as the largest wooden
Buddha statue in the world, and the "Belle of Uniﬁcation" that was used
during the opening ceremony of the 1988 Seoul Olympics.

and commercials.

Foodie Destination
Hyeongseokinae Sutbulgalbi 형석이네 숯불갈비
Foodie destination near Dae Jang Geum Park

As a famous Korean barbeque joint with 40 years of history, this restaurant offers a variety of barbeque selections, including pork ribs, grilled beef brisket,
grilled pork belly, pork shoulder, grilled marinated duck, and while chicken soup.
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Ceramic ware in Gyeonggi-do Province

Ceramic Road
This itinerary covers most of the significant locations in Gyeonggi-do
Province that are related to ceramic ware.
Visitors may enjoy a variety of exhibits
and experiences related to the ceramics culture of Korea.

Gyeonggi-do Province is a region know for its ceramic ware tradition. The renowned Goryeo Celadon
began in Siheung and Yongin. Kilns for white porcelain, which Joseon's royal family used, were based
in Gyeonggi-do Province. Various literature from the period introduces specialty porcelain products
from all around the province.
Gyeonggi-do Province's ceramic wares are not only relics from the past, but they are also products of
the future. Korean International Ceramic Biennale, which began in 2001, has staked its position as a
world-class culture and art festival. Each region has been successfully operating ceramic experience
programs and ceramic ware industries. Let us check out Gyeonggi-do Province's porcelain, which has
been reborn as “luxury” throughout its 1,000 years of tradition.

g

Gonjiam Ceramic Park
727, Gyeongchung-daero
Gonjiam-eup, Gwangju-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-799-1500
09:00-18:00 (closed on January
1 and every Monday)
Adults KRW 3,000;
Adolescents & military
personnel KRW 2,000;
Gyeonggi-do Province
residents KRW 2,000
Gyeongbu Expressway
▶ Seongnam-Icheon ro
▶ Gyeongchung-daero
▶ Gonjiam Ceramic Park
Get off at Chowol Station (Gyeonggang Line) and take Bus 300
▶ Get off at Ceramic Museum,
Eco-friendly Agricultural Products Distribution Center, Team Up
Campus.
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"The history of Gyeonggi ceramics"
Gonjiam Ceramic Park is a ceramics-themed park where visitors can enjoy

Gyeonggi
Gwangju Korean
Traditional House
Village

starting from the advent of Korean porcelain all the way up until the current
ceramic wares industry. The area on which the park was built a historical site
that dates all the way back to the Stone Age. Its historical importance does
not stop there. Government-run kilns that produced and delivered white
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The traditional village boasts the beautiful harmony of traditional-style
buildings stretching over 400 and 1000-year-old zelkova trees. They are
utilized for a variety of purposes such as lodging, cafes, and weddings,
and also as a place to exhibit artwork and take photographs. Visitors can
enjoy excellent views of nature accompanied by traditional Korean-style
buildings which have been chosen as the ﬁlming location for countless TV

the Gyeonggi Ceramic Museum, workshops, outdoor stages, galleries, and
cafes. The ceramics museum oﬀers exhibits on signiﬁcant relics and crafts

!g

39, Saeogae-gil, Gwangju-si,
Gyeonggi-do

shows and movies.

+82 31-766-9677
www.hanokmaeul.com
Free admission

porcelain to the royal family of Joseon were located in the area.

Foodie Destination
Clinton Barbeque 클린턴 바베큐
Foodie destination near Gonjiam Ceramic Park

At Clinton Barbeque, visitors can experience a complete outdoorsy feel. Family
visitors especially love the place as they can watch the meat spinning and being
grilled by the oak ﬁre.
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Sagimakgol
Ceramics Village

Icheon Cerapia
167-29, Gyeongchung-daero
2697beon-gil, Icheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do

“Cerapia, a ceramics-themed park
where you can watch, learn, and enjoy”

Sagimakgol Ceramics Village is a village where master craftspeople of
ceramics are gathered. Visitors can look around workshops and boutiques
run by master craftspeople themselves, in every corner of every alley.

56, Gyeongchung-daero
2993beon-gil, Icheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-638-8388
sagimakgol.com

+82 31-631-6501
09:30-18:00

Cerapia is the largest ceramics art-themed park in Korea. Icheon World

Free admission

Ceramics Center within the park has a vast collection of 2,000 contempo-

Foodie Destination

rary ceramic pieces from around the world. Moreover, the center often oﬀers
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Gyeongbu Expressway
▶ Seongnam-Icheon ro
▶ Gyeongchung-daero
▶ Icheon Cerapia

a variety of planned/special exhibits on world-class ceramic artwork that

Somunnan Kalguksu 소문난 칼국수

visitors can enjoy. Also, Cerapia oﬀers creative residences and workshops

Foodie destination near Icheon Cerapia

where creatives can focus on creating, as well as experience facilities for

Get off at Icheon Station (Gyeonggang Line), take Bus 23-2 ▶ Get
off at Buddhist Hall

the visitors.

This joint is known for its noodle soup and myeonnagji. It has been featured in
a variety of TV broadcasts. Myeonnagji is a dish that involved putting noodles
into a spicy stir-fried octopus, which has enlisted bunch of fans.
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Mok-A Museum
21, Imunan-gil Gangcheon-myeon, Yeoju-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-885-9952

Mok-A Museum was established for the continuation and development of
traditional woodcarving and Buddhist arts. The museum retains a collection
of more than 6,000 Buddhism-related relics and statues. The museum also
oﬀers frequent exhibits based on traditional cultures as well as a variety of
educational and experience programs.

www.moka.or.kr

Yeoju Dojasesang
7, Silleuksa-gil, Yeoju-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-887-8232

“Korea’s largest distribution hub
for everyday life ceramic ware"

Adults KRW 5,000;
Children, Adolescents, Seniors
(ages 65 or older) KRW 3,000;
Free admission for persons of
national merit/disabled persons (Grade 3 or higher)
(ID and documents required)

www.kocef.org/03art/08.asp
10:00-19:00

Yeoju Dojasesang consists of 4 retail stores, art shops, living shops, gallery

Free admission

shops, and event shops, as well as Yeoju World Ceramic Livingware Gallery,

Gyeongbu Expressway ▶ Seongnam-Icheon ro ▶ Jungbu-daero
▶ Yeoju Dojasesang
Get off at Yeoju Station (Gyeonggang Line), take Bus 981-3 ▶ Get
off at Silleuksa Temple

an art center that specializes in everyday life ceramic ware. Yeoju Dojasesang
introduced the Craft and Creation Support Center in 2019 and stood in the
frontlines of the innovative ceramics industry as the base supplier of com-

Sanneomeonamchon 산너머남촌

VMSQL!s

prehensive products of ceramic, glasses, metal and wooden crafts based

Foodie desination near Yeoju Dojasesang

g

on creative ideas. It also oﬀers a variety of experience programs such as

Sanneomeonamchon is one of the famous foodie destinations in Yeoju. A premier dish is the set menu with rice with cirsium. It is a prime experience to
taste the rice with environmentally-friendly seasoned cirsium accompanied
with spicy soy sauce and make a wrap with stir-fried pork.
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Creating Family Tableware and Clay Therapy Program, a class for clay play
activities.
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Enjoy the forest, walk through a botanical garden

Gyeonggi Forests
This itinerary is for those who want to experience various arboretums
and recreational forests that offer their own unique characteristics.
Let us choose where to visit-the vast woods, a tropical greenhouse,
or a themed garden.

Forests often heals one’s body and mind, but it is difficult to have a forest-bathing experience within
the city. In that sense, botanical gardens located in parts of Gyeonggi-do Province provides us with
the room to breathe. Centered around Korea National Arboretum, originated from the royal forest
during the Joseon period, many botanical gardens boast unique characteristics and are waiting for
visitors. Let us feel the joy of walking through nature in Gyeonggi-do Province.

Korea National Arboretum
415, Gwangneungsumogwonro Soheul-eup, Pocheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-540-2000
www.forest.go.kr/newkfsweb/
kfs/idx/SubIndex.do?orgId=
kna&mn=KFS_15
09:00-17:00(Apr.-Oct.);
09:00-16:00(Nov.-Mar.)
Adults KRW 1,000;
Adolescents KRW 700;
Children KRW 500

"From a royal forest, into the citizens' forest"
Gwangreungsup Forest, in which the Korea National Arboretum is located,
was a favorite hunting ground of King Sejo of Joseon, the 7th king of the Jo-

Get off at Uijeongbu Station (subway Line 1), take Bus 21 ▶ get off
at Korea National Arboretum
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This lovely little street was created with specialized restaurants on the west
and cafes on the east, with Yongamcheon Stream in the center. It is an
excellent place to walk with lovers and family as there is a walking trail for

seon period. Later, as King Sejo’s tomb is located in the forest, the royal family
strictly secluded the forest from the outside. Korea National Arboretum was
established to protect and perform research on Gwangreung Forest, which
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dogs as well. Another attraction is the ﬂowers that change each season, as
well as the beautiful lighting at night.

holds utmost ecological signiﬁcance as has been being preserved for the
past 540 years. The arboretum consists of a Special Exhibition Hall, For-

Foodie Destination

estry Museum, Exhibition Hall for Specimen of Forest Organisms, Forest
Animal Conservation Institute, Temperate Greenhouse, and Tropical Plant

Bukbu Expressway
▶ Geumgang-ro
▶ Gwangneungsumogwon-ro
▶ Korea National Arboretum

Byeollae-dong
Cafe Street

Resource Research Center.

Giwagol 기와골

Foodie destination near Korea National Arboretum

Giwagol oﬀers the experience to enjoy clay-baked duck and beef ribs
amongst quiet and still, traditional Korean residential buildings. The
restaurant was modiﬁed from a 100-year-old Korean-style house into a
place to eat that oﬀers a great atmosphere. As it is a famous restaurant,
visitors must reserve clay-baked duck and smoked cheese with pumpkin
in advance to avoid a wait.
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National ASEAN Recreation Forest
+82 31-871-2796

"Take a break in the forest while staying in traditional
houses of various ASEAN countries' styles"

www.foresttrip.go.kr/indvz/
main.do?hmpgId=0104

National ASEAN Recreation Forest is ﬁlled with Mongolian oak, jolcham oak,

472, Gisan-ro Baekseok-eup,
Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do

09:00-18:00
(closed every Tuesdayy)
Lodging Rates
Off-Peak Season
KRW 40,000-145,000;
Peak Season
KRW 73,000-214,000

and sawtooth oak, and it is the perfect place for a healthy holiday. There
are themed lodging spaces prepared within the forest in the traditional

Yangju City Chang
Ucchin Museum of Art
193, Gwonyul-ro Jangheung-myeon, Yangju-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-8082-4245

The Yangju City Chang Ucchin Museum of Art was established to
commemorate the artistic achievements and the spirit of the painter
Chang Ucchin, acclaimed as one of the great artists who established
the style of Korean abstracts. His paintings express the ideal and idyllic
internal world through natural materials like trees, children, and birds.
Viewers may be surprised by his paintings conveying such a folksy touch
while diving into their hearts.

www.yangju.go.kr/
changucchin/index.do
10:00-18:00 (closed every
Monday, New Year's Day,
Lunar New Year's Eve/Day,
and Chuseok holidays)
Adults KRW 5,000;
Children KRW 1,000

styles of houses from Malaysia, Vietnam, Myanmar, Thailand, Singapore,
Laos, Brunei, Indonesia, Cambodia, and the Philippines. Visitors can enjoy a
foreign culture experience in addition to a forest experience.

Foodie Destination
Cheongsanyusu 청산유수

Tongil-ro ▶ Iryeong-ro ▶
Gwonyul-ro ▶ National ASEAN
Recreation Forest
Get off at Yangju Station (subway
Line 1), take Village Bus 18 ▶ Get
off at the Gisan-ri Terminus
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Foodie destination near National ASEAN Recreation Forest

Cheongsanyusu is a restaurant with a vintage feel that oﬀers a view of the
Korean countryside. Not only the small items which decorate the nooks and
crannies of this space, but also the meal bring out nostalgia. Steamed rice
wrapped in lotus leaves that retain more than 10 ingredients straight from
nature with white rice, black rice, and black soybean are the premier menu
items of this joint.
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Daeseong-ri
National Tourist
Area

The Garden of Morning Calm

44, Daeseonggangbyeon-gil
Cheongpyeong-myeon,
Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do

M
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The Daeseong-ri National Tourist Area is a beautiful natural tourist attraction
located in the overgrown woods near the Bukhangang River centered around
Daeseong-ri Station. It has been a favorite retreat destination for college
students for quite a long time, thanks to its proximity to Seoul. Within the park,
there are bed & breakfast villages, campgrounds, and a ferry.

+82 31-580-2067
432, Sumogwon-ro Sangmyeon, Gapyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do

“Quiet resting place
where you can hear the plants breathing"

1544-6703
www.morningcalm.co.kr/html/
main.php

The garden of the morning calm is a botanical garden where visitors

08:30-19:00 (every day)

spans over 330,000 square meters. It consists of more than 22 themed

Adults KRW 9,500;
Adolescents KRW 7,000;
Children KRW 6,000

Get off at Cheongpyeong Station
(Gyeongchun Line), take Bus 3117 ▶ Get off at Arboretum (last
stop)
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Adults KRW 1,000;
Students KRW 800;
Children KRW 500

can view more than 5,000 kinds of plants throughout an area that
gardens, including Sunken Garden, Eden Garden, Morning Plaza, Road to
Heaven, Bonsai Garden, and Korean Theme Garden, all oﬀering diﬀerent
attractions. Visitors especially like the events the arboretum oﬀers, such

Bukbu Expressway ▶ Gyeongchunbuk-ro ▶ Gyeongchun-ro
▶ The Garden of Morning Calm

www.hanpens.net/tour/
index.html?tr_no=434#rest

as seasonal festivals and exhibits focused on wildﬂowers, hydrangea,
and chrysanthemum.
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Foodie Destination
Buuli Garden 뿌리가든
Foodie destination near The Garden of Morning Calm

This restaurant oﬀers cuisines made with tofu accompanied with pine nuts. Healthy
pine nuts are included in a variety of menu items, oﬀering customers a new kind
of ﬂavor. Menu items include pine nut tofu vegetable wraps, pine nut mushroom
hot pot, pine nuts, pine nut potato pancakes, and pine nut makgeolli (rice wine).
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The now and the most cutting-edge, "The Old Future"

Gyeonggi New-Tro
This section covers premier destinations in Gyeonggi-do Province
in which visitors can experience a sense of "retro."
These attractions boast an antiquity that feels strange and new,
something to be stored in your memories and photo galleries!

“New-Tro” is what several trend analysts have picked as a new tide of trends in Korea. What is so
special about the direction of retro, which comes back in style from time to time? New-tro means
that the current youth feel a retrospective sense that they have never experienced, as an even
fresher stimulant. It is differentiated from ordinary retro trends, which spark nostalgia in general.
Gyeonggi-do Province is filled with “New-tro” spaces, that create a "New Past" and through
which people have passed without noticing-a strange feeling alongside familiarity. Let us take the
journey to a past that we have never encountered before.
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Freedom
Protection Peace
Museum
96-63, Pyeonghwa-ro
2910beon-gil, Dongducheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

The Freedom Protection Peace Museum is a space that was created to
commemorate the 21 UN allied nations that helped South Korea during
the Korean war, displaying more than 2,000 war relics. The museum also
represents the historical background of Dongducheon, as a former and
current home to a United States Military base. In the outdoor exhibition
area, visitors can see the aircrafts and tanks that were used and are still
being used in Korea, from the Korean War until today.

+82 31-860-3330
www.ddc.go.kr/museum

Donggwang Cinema

09:00-18:00 (closed every
Monday, New Year's Day, and
Lunar New Year's & Chuseok
Holiday)
o

Free admission
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828-1, Saengyeon-dong,
Dongducheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-867-3030
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“Enjoy the newest movies in an old movie theater"
Donggwang Cinema is an old movie theatre that is full of history. It is the

Gangbyeonbuk-ro
▶ Sejong-Pocheon Expressway
▶ Sinpyeonghwa-ro
▶ Donggwang Cinema

only single-screen theater remaining in Korea, in this age of multiplex

Get off at Bosan Station (subway
Line 1)

been getting a lot more attention, being introduced on YouTube and
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theaters. It does not provide designated seats. At every screening, the
newest movies take turns greeting the visitors. The theater has recently
other social media channels.

Foodie Destination
Jinmiok 진미옥

Foodie destination near Donggwang Cinema

Jimiok is a famous ox bone soup restaurant where customers can enjoy the
white and deep beef bone broth and tender boiled beef slices. Walking into
Jimiok feels like walking into the 1970s.
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Cheongam
Folk Museum
p
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Peach and Apricot Flower Antique Shop

83-5, Gwonyul-ro Jangheung-myeon, Yangju-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-855-5100

The Cheongam Folk Museum is a privately-owned folk museum that opened
its doors in 1999. At the entrance to the 3,300 square meter Jangheung
Recreation Area, visitors can enjoy the harmony between the themed exhibitions that recreate the livelihoods of our Korean ancestors, a pine tree
forest, and wild ﬂowers. The landscape of the past is recreated with comical
aﬀection with an antique blacksmith’s workshop, wells, bedrooms, markets,
streets, schools, comic stores, village schools, and oriental pharmacies.

www.cheong-am.co.kr
516-1, Idonggyo-ri, Soheuleup, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-542-5363
yjyj0070.cafe24.com
10:00-18:00 (every day)
Adults KRW 5,000;
Children KRW 3,000;
Guesthouse KRW 30,000
Dongbu Expressway ▶
Sinpyeonghwa-ro ▶ Peach and
Apricot Flower Antique Shop
Get off at Uijeongbu Station
(subway Line 1), take Bus 138
from Hanwha Life Entrance ▶ Get
off at Idonggyo 5-ri, Chukseok
Checkpoint
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“Antique shop that makes visitors feel
they traveled back in time"
The Peach and Apricot Flower Antique Shop displays a portion of its
collection of 150,000 antiques from the 1990s and 2000s. When visitors
enter the store, they are greeted by fairytale-like articles that can be
seen in old movies. It feels as though the antique typewriters, sewing
machines, gaming consoles, and toys will come alive and start moving
at any second. The shop is brimming with vestiges of time that no one
can buy with money.

Hours of Operation
10:00-18:00 (every day)
Adults KRW 3,000;
Children KRW 3,000

Foodie Destination
Deungsimpungdang Shyabeupungdang 등심퐁당 샤브퐁당
Foodie destination near each and Apricot Flower Antique Shop

The main dish at Deungsimpungdang Shyabeupungdang is the mushroom
shabu-shabu, which captures customers’ appetites. You can feel the healthy
taste as the textures and eﬀects of the diﬀerent types of mushrooms harmonize
with each other, including lion’s mane mushrooms, golden needle mushrooms,
white beech mushrooms, shiitake mushrooms, king oyster mushrooms, enoki
mushrooms, and oyster mushrooms.
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Art Park in the
woods
(C Art Museum)
402, Danseok-ri, Yangdongmyeon, Yangpyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do
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This cultural space is even more special due to its position in the middle
of a forest. The park exhibits more than 1,300 pieces of three-dimensional
artwork, including a 22.5-meter-tall sculpture of Jesus’s face, and more than
200 pieces of two-dimensional pieces of art. Let us take a break and enjoy
the artwork in the art park in the forest, where nature and art come together.

+82 31-775-6945
www.cartmuseum.com

Abandoned Kudun Station in Yangpyeong

09:00-18:00
10:00-17:00 (winter season)
Adults KRW 7,000;
Children (ages 5-12) KRW 5,000
y

1336-9, Ilsin-ri, Jipyeongmyeon, Yangpyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-771-2101
09:00-18:00 (weekdays);
09:00-19:00 (weekends &
holidays); closed every Tuesday
Closed every Tuesday
Free admission
Gangbyeonbuk-ro ▶ Gyeonggang-ro ▶ Abandoned Kudun
Station
Get off at Ilsin Station (Jungang
Line-Mugunghwa-ho)
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"The nostalgic landscape of Kudun Station"
Kudun Station, which opened in 1940, is a registered modern cultural

Foodie Destination

heritage site (#296). Though it was abandoned in 2012, it has become
a go-to spot for ﬁlming movies and TV shows, and for photography

Hanmadang Sikdang 한마당 식당

thanks to its classic atmosphere provided by its modern-style structure.

Foodie destination near Retro Museum

This restaurant is known for its spicy tofu hot pot, spicy grilled bonnet bellﬂower
roots, and savory potato pancakes. You can feel your body becoming healthier
with your ﬁrst bite of the wonderful tofu hot pot broth made out of dried pollack
accompanied with the mouth-watering vegetable side dishes.
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Diving into K-pop, K-movies, and K-dramas

Gyeonggi K-Place
This section covers a variety of filming spots for dramas, reality shows, and photoshoots.
There are places in Western Gyeonggi-do Province and Eastern Gyeonggi-do Province.
Let us find the spots that are convenient to get to.

K-pop and K-dramas have captured the attention of not only Korean audiences, but also countless
fans around the globe. Their attractiveness comes from the fine line between reality and fantasy.
Rather than creating distance between the stars and the audience, K-pop and K-dramas create a
sense of closeness between the two, making us feel as if those celebrities would somehow magically
appear in our daily routine.
As a place that is closer to the lives of the people in the city, Gyeonggi-do Province has been a favored
spot for creating K-culture, which displays fantasy connected to reality. Let us dive into your dreams
and check out these filming locations!

Provence Village

Forest of Wisdom

Provence Village is a sentimental culture village created around a theme
of Southern France. Each cafe in the alleys surrounded by pastel-colored
buildings and the quaint, cute sculptures into which European culture

69, Saeori-ro Tanhyeonmyeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

seems to have melted, all bear their own stories. In each complex, visitors
can ﬁnd groups of stores that sell pretty souvenirs.

+82 31-946-6353
provence.town

Asia Publication Culture &
Information Center, 145,
Hoedong-gil, Paju-si,
Gyeonggi-do

"A culture complex space where vast racks and
shelves filled with books capture your gaze"

+82 31-955-0082

The Forest is Wisdom is a culture complex space that takes on the mission

forestofwisdom.or.kr

of becoming a library for everyone through the collection, preservation,

10:00-17:00
(Forest of Wisdom 1);
10:00-20:00
(Forest of Wisdom 2);
24 hours (Forest of Wisdom 3)

and maintenance of valuable books.

Gangbyeonbuk-ro ▶ Jayu-ro
▶ Forest of Wisdom
Get off at Hapjeong Station (subway Line 2), take Bus 2200 from
Exit 1 of Hapjeong Station ▶ Get
off at Eunseokgyo Bridge Sageori
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10:00-22:00 (every day)
Free admission
Parking fees KRW 2,000 per
hour (no extra charges on
weekdays); KRW 2,000 for
the first hour & KRW 1,000 for
each additional hour (weekends & holidays)

The endless rows of bookshelves may overwhelm visitors. Stretching over
a length of 3.1 kilometers, the bookshelves reach a height of 8 meters

Foodie Destination

at their highest point. Thanks to the space’s unique feel, the Forest of

a
i

Wisdom has been chosen as a ﬁlming location for various creative works.
Most notably, “Romance is a Bonus Book” (tvN, 2019), “What’s Wrong with
Secretary Kim” (tvN, 2018), and “She was Pretty” (MBC, 2015) were all ﬁlled
in the Forest of Wisdom.

Dining Noeul 다이닝 노을
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Foodie destination near Forest of Wisdom

Dining Noeul is close to the Forest of Wisdom and mainly serves Italian cuisine,
including pizza, pasta, and steak.
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Gyeonggi Future
Education Campus
40, Eoreumsil-ro Tanhyeonmyeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

Heyri Art Valley

1588-0554
(toll-free from Korea Only)
www.gcampus.or.kr

Near Heyrimaeul-gil
Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si,
Gyeonggi-do

Free admission and parking

by more than 380 creatives from various ﬁelds, including the arts, music, literature, and architecture, who put their eﬀorts together. The valley
greets visitors with a myriad of attractions, including artist workshops,
museums and art galleries, experience spaces, commercial exhibition

Sungsan-ro ▶ Gangbyeonbuk-ro
▶ Jayu-ro ▶ Heyri Art Valley
Get off at Hapjeong Station (subway Line 2), take Bus 2200 ▶ Get
off at Change Up Campus
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Experience, and Economics Education.
Carrying not only an educational purpose, Gyeonggi Future Education
Campus has also been acclaimed for being a perfect spot for ﬁlming
and photography due to its Europe-like scenery and charmingly cute
buildings. Gyeonggi Future Education Campus was used as a ﬁlming

for many famous K-pop idols including “Tell Me” (2007) by Wonder Girls,
“Heart Attack” (2015) by AOA, and “Magic” (2015) by Super Junior.

Foodie Destination
Tongil Dongsan Dubu Maeu 통일 동산 두부 마을

spaces, cafes, and restaurants. Many producers have come to ﬁlm their

Foodie destination near Heyri Art Valley

dramas in Heyri Art Valley, as it provides an ample variety of cute and

Tongil Dongsan Dubu Maeul specializes in homemade rich soybean paste stew
containing soybeans from Jangdan, and tofu, also made by the restaurant every
day. In addition to the healthy taste oﬀered by the main menu items, the complementary side dishes are sublime, including pancakes, acorn jelly, fresh tofu,
kimchi, and siraegi doenjang muchim.

trendy spaces to capture. Hyeri Art Valley was used as a ﬁlming location
for “My Love from the Star” (KBS, 2013), “Fight for My Way” (KBS, 2017),
and “Secret Garden” (SBS, 2010).
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Creating Coding Camp, Science Mentoring, Arts and Culture, Career

(2006-2018) and “Running Man” (SBS, 2010-), as well as music videos

Heyri Art Valley is a village for culture and the arts that was established

09:00-20:00 (hours may vary
depending on the galleries in
the valley)

oﬀers a variety of educational programs including English Experience,

location for famous Korean reality shows like “Inﬁnite Challenge”

“Village for creatives where nature, culture,
and art are harmoniously intertwined"

+82 31-946-8551
heyri.net

Gyeonggi Future Education Campus is a lifelong learning institution that
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Byukchoji Gardens
242, Buheung-ro Gwangtanmyeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-957-2004
www.bcj.co.kr
Adults KRW 9,000;
Middle school students
KRW 7,000;
Seniors, persons of national
merit, disabled persons
KRW 6,000;
Children KRW 6,000;
Free admission for infants and
toddlers less than 26 months
Gangbyeonbuk-ro ▶ Je2jayu-ro
▶ Paju-ro ▶ Byukchoji Gardens

Get off at Geumchon Station
(Gyeongui-Jungang Line), take
Village Bus 067 ▶ Get off at
Domasan Elementary School
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"The garden that bears the beauty
of the East and the West”
The Eastern gardens lie adjacent to Bukchoji Lake, oﬀering meditative
scenery embraced by a gazebo and bridge. The Western gardens are
designed to look like those in European palaces, decorated with statues of

Lighting Museum
235-48, Gwangjeok-ro
Gwangjeok-myeon,
Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 70-7780-8911

The Lighting Museum is the only museum in Korea that specializes in
lighting. Under the mission to restore and preserve the lighting culture that
is unique to Korea, visitors can enjoy various types of lighting from traditional
lights, lights in the modern times, and antique lights, as well as through the
experience pavilion.

www.lighting-museum.com

heroes and accompanied by a vast ﬁeld of impeccably maintained grass.
You can ﬁnd glimpses of Byuchoji Gardens in movies and TV shows such
as “Hotel del Luna” (tvN, 2019), “The Handmaiden” (CJ, 2016), “Detective
K: Secret of the Living Dead” (Showbox, 2018), as well as commercials for
Innisfree, and music videos by renowned K-pop stars such as Boa, BTOB,
and A-Pink.

Foodie Destination
Myeongga 명가

Foodie destination near Byukchoji Gardens

Myeongga is a restaurant that specializes in chicken in Chinese lacquer tree
broth, whole chicken soup with rice, duck in Chinese lacquer tree broth, grilled
marinated duck, and beef rib and octopus soup.
If you make a reservation at least an hour and a half in advance, some items
such as the whole chicken soup with rice or chicken in Chinese lacquer tree
broth can be prepared ahead of time, eliminating the need to wait.
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Seohuri Forest
200, Geobukbawi 1-gil
Seojong-myeon, Yangpyeonggun, Gyeonggi-do

“The most beautiful forest in Yangpyeong"

+82 31-774-2387

Seohuri Forest is a ﬁnely landscaped space based on raw nature that does

seohuri.com

not compromise its naturalness for the convenience of visitors. The forest

09:00-18:00; closed every
Wednesday
General admission KRW 7,000;
Seniors, students, persons
of national merit, disabled
persons, groups (party of 30 or
more) KRW 6,000;
Children less than 8 years,
Seojong-myeon residents
KRW 5,000

consists of a Korean Pine Forest, Forest of Secrets, Japanese Maple Forest,
Dawn Redwood Forest, Gingko Forest, Cornus Controversa Forest, Japa-
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River merge and ﬂow into the Hangang River. It was the core of waterway

+82 31-770-1001

transportation and developed numerous networks of ferries during the

attracts visual media that want to convey a fresh image to their audiences.

Open 24 hours

Joseon period. Today, it is a popular destination for those who are looking for

Photography for BTS 2019 Season Greetings took place in Seohuri Forest,

Free admission

resting areas and walking trails because of its beautiful views.

and notable PR campaigns that also ﬁlmed here include Hyundai Motors car
sharing campaign, commercials for Yuhan Kimberly, Ltd., as well as a reality
(Mnet, 2018).

Get off at Yangsu Station (Gyeongui-Jungang Line), take Bus 8-6
▶ Get off at Seohu 2-ri Terminus

Dumulmeori is the point where the Bukhangang River and Namhangang

nese White Birch Forest, and Royal Azalea Observatory. Its beautiful scenery

TV show that followed the debut of idol group “Girls in the park,” “Got YA!”

Olympic-daero ▶Gyeonggang-ro
▶ Mokwang-ro ▶ Seohuri Forest

Dumulmeori

Foodie Destination
Sigolbabsang Gouri 시골밥상 고우리
Foodie destination near Seohuri Forest

Sigolbapsang Gouri is a countryside bapjip from which customers can look out
into the clean stream ﬂowing down beside the restaurant. Here, visitors can try
the clean-tasting Korean dishes including soybean paste stew, soft tofu stew,
and stir-fried pork.
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Cheongpyeong
Recreational
Forest

+82 31-8078-8028
www.jaraisland.or.kr

Get off at Gapyeong Station (Gyeongchun Line), take Bus 33-5 ▶ Stop
at Gapyeong High School
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created by the pine trees and Korean pines in the lake merging together with
the scenery is no less than exceptional.

+82 31-584-0528

"An island of butterflies, an island of festivals"
Jarasum Island is an ecological attraction where wildﬂowers in full
blood greet visitors from the coastal highway, oﬀering renowned ecofriendly camping facilities. Visitors can drop by Ewhawon, the world’s

www.foresttrip.go.kr/indvz/
main.do?hmpgId=ID04030007
Adults KRW 5,000;
Children KRW 4,000;
Seniors (65 years or older), disabled persons, Gapyeong-gun
residents KRW 4,000

largest butterﬂy garden, which is packed with myriads of butterﬂies and
specimen from Korea and around the globe. The TV show, “Iris” (KBS,

Olympic-daero
▶ Seoul-Yangyang Expressway
▶ Gyeongchunbuk-ro ▶ Gyeong
chun-ro ▶ Jarasum Island

square meters and located next to Cheongpyeong Lake. The shadows

8-6, Bukhangang-ro
2246beon-gil Cheongpyeong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do

Jarasum Island
1-1, Daljeon-ri, Gapyeong-eup,
Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggido (Jarasum Island)/1024,
Bukhangangbyeon-ro
Gapyeong-eup, Gapyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do (Nami Island Wharf)

Cheongpyeong Recreational Forest is a vast space, spanning over 660,000

Foodie Destination

2009), was ﬁlmed on Jarasum Island, and the space also hosts Jarasum
Jazz Festival–the most successful music festival in the country, having
hosted Red Angel K-pop festival once before.

Sanchon Sikdang 산촌 식당

Foodie destination near Jarasum Island

Sanchon Sikdang specialized in charcoal-grilled spicy chicken that is cooked
after being pre-grilled once over an oak wood ﬁre. The taste of the spicy
stir-fried chicken accompanied by the fresh breeze of Gapyeong will make your
day.
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Anseong
Matchum Land
196-31, Namsadang-ro
Bogae-myeon, Anseong-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-678-2673

Seoknamsa Temple
3-120, Sangchonsaemal-gil
Geumgwang-myeon,
Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

"The thousand-year-old temple where the
Goblin flew his lantern"

+82 31-676-1444
www.seoknamsa.kr
Gyeongbu Expressway ▶
Pyeongtaek-Jecheon Expressway
▶ Baeti-ro ▶ Seoknamsa Temple
Get off at Anseong Bus Terminal,
take Bus 1 ▶ Get off at Okcheongyo
Bridge, take Bus 100 ▶ Get off at
Sangjung-ri Sangchon
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Seoknamsa Temple was established in 680 CE during the Silla period.
It became the center of meditation and the place of practice for great high
monks during the Goryeo period (10th-14th century). As it boasts beautiful
scenery during every season of the year, it became the ﬁlming location for
the popular TV show, “Guardian: The Lonely and Great God” (tvN, 2016).
If you are a fan of the TV show, this is a must-visit stop as there are photo
zones at which you can take pictures just like the famous scenes from TV.

Anseong Matchum Land is a citizens' park that opened in 2012. It consists
of the Namsadang Performance Site, Anseong Matchum Astronomical
Science Museum, Anseong Matchum Craft Culture Center, Anseong Matchum
Camping Site, Four-Season Sledding Slope, Wild Flower Complex, Waterside
Park, Fountain Plaza, and more. This attraction is known for being a venue at
which visitors can see Namsadan performances, a famous traditional Korean
performance art.

www.anseong.
go.kr/tour/contents.
do?mId=0103010100
Hours and fees vary for each
attraction

Foodie Destination
Tongdwaejiwa Dotori 통돼지와 도토리
Foodie destination near Seoknamsa Temple

Tongdwaejiwa Dotori specializes in grilled pork barbeque and acorn jelly
dishes. The calming scenery will greet you if you sit near the window. We recommend trying the acorn dumpling soup, black sesame soup, and vegetable
wraps with pork.
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Pilgrimage to the holy site of grilled ribs

Gyeonggi's ribs
This section introduces a gourmet itinerary through
which you can experience the rib dishes that Gyeonggi-do Province has to over,
including Suwon Wanggalbi, Pocheon Idong Galbi, and Yangju Hanu Galbi.
While checking out these restaurants, do not miss out on the other attractions
that Gyeonggi-do Province has to offer in the area!

Gyeonggi-do Province has been a crucial juncture in the history of Korea’s rib dishes. The beef
market stood in Suwon as the Hwaseong Fortress, Suwon starting becoming a new town during
the late Joseon period. The development of rib dishes then followed. Even though the beef market
disappeared long ago, the ribs of Suwon are still a famous Korean dish today.
Suwon is not the only place that is famous for its rib dishes. Other areas began taking their
positions as the epicenters of Gyeonggi-do Province’s flavors, such as the Idong Galbi from
Pocheon that spread nationwide, grilled short rib patties from Dongducheon that came into
being since liberation, and Korean beef raised in Yangju, which was the hometown of the righteous
outlaw Imkkeokjeong. Let us take a gourmet journey to enjoy the ribs of Gyeonggi-do Province.

Suwon Chicken
Street

Suwon Wanggalbi Golmok
Near Ingye-dong, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
Umyeonsan-ro ▶ Gwacheon
Bongdam Urban Highway
▶ Yeongdong Expressway
▶Suwon Wanggalbi Golmok

Get off at Suwon Station (subway
Line 1), take Bus 7, 10, 10-2,
10-5, 11-1, 13-4, 15-1, 37,
83-1,or 720-2 ▶ Get off at The
Catholic University of Korea, St.
Vincent's Hospital
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39, Paldalmun-ro 3beon-gil,
Paldal-gu, Suwon-si,
Gyeonggi-do

This street is home to tongdak restaurants who began opening their
doors starting in 1970. As the mother of Korean-style chicken, Suwon’s
tongdak is deep-fried in a large cast-iron pot ﬁlled with cooking oil. Low
prices, large servings, and rich ﬂavors found on this bustling street attract
customers from all walked of life, including students and visitors from all
around the country.

"Suwon Wanggalbi, taste fit for a king"
Suwon was home to a bustling beef market during the Joseon period.
While Suwon’s beef market, which was passed down for centuries, closed
down in 1940, Suwon’s ribs continued to live on for generations.
Originally, Suwon ribs were served in hangover soup, but they gradually
transformed into the charcoal-grilled marinated ribs that initiated the
history of Suwon Wanggalbi. Not only the marinated grilled ribs, but also
the ordinary ribs seasoned with the clean taste of salt are excellent.

Recommended Cafe
Central Coffee Store 센트럴 커피 스토어
Café near Suwon Wanggalbi Golmok

Central Coﬀee Store features a strong sense of vintage in its interior design,
fully decorated with small items related to coﬀee-making, reﬂecting the owner’s preference in every corner of the store. It is the best place to cleanse the
palate after your meal of Suwon Wanggalbi.
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Sanjeong Lake

Sanjung Lake is surrounded by hills, just like a folding screen surrounds a
portion of the room. The word “Sanjung” means “a mountain well.” As the

89, Sanjeonghosu-ro
411beon-gil Yeongbuk-myeon,
Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

lake looks like a well positioned in the mountains, it was given the name
Sanjung Lake. Near the clear lake, visitors can walk along trails stretch along
3.2 kilometers, ﬁnd a silver grass habitat, and check out the Pyunggang

+ 82 31-532-6135

Botanical Garden, a treasure chest full of rare and endangered species of

www.sjlake.co.kr

plants.

Open 24 hours

Idong Galbi Village, Pocheon
Near Jangam 1-gil Idong-myeon,
Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do
Sejong-Pocheon Expressway
▶ Hoguk-ro ▶ Geumgang-ro
▶ Idong Galbi Village, Pocheon
Take an intercity bus, get off at
Idong

“Pocheon’s Idong Galbi, the marvelous smell of
sweet marinated cooking in oak tree charcoal”
time, as the sweet marinade ﬁlled with fruit creates the perfect harmony
with the smell of the charcoal ﬁre. Originally, Idong Galbi was made for
and people started to sell the sliced ribs to soldiers on leave. Now, it has
become the dish that represents Pocheon.
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Recommended Cafe

Pocheon’s Idong Galbi stimulates one’s nose and taste buds at the same

soldiers. The area near Idong-myeon was ﬁlled with military garrisons
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Lightweight vehicle parking
KRW 1,000,
passenger vehicle parking
KRW 2,000,
mid-sized vehicle parking
KRW 5,000,
large vehicle parking
KRW 10,000

Coffee 1987 커피 1987

Café near Idong Galbi Village, Pocheon

At the entrance to the Idong Galbi Village, Pocheon Coﬀee 1987, a café that
boasts a pleasant atmosphere and beautiful scenery. A sip of coﬀee while
looking out onto Idong Galbi Village and the mountains that guard the town
like a folding screen will warm your heart.
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Yangjugol Hanu Maeul

Nari Farm

+82 31-8082-5661
Tongil-ro ▶ Bukhansan-ro ▶
Gamagol-ro ▶ Yangjugol Hanu
Maeul
Get off at Yangju Station (subway
Line 1), Take Village Bus 18 ▶ Get
off at Gisan-ri Terminus

“Yangjugol Hanu, sincere devotion
from raising to cooking"
Yangjugol Hanu Maeul is a food culture street that serves Korean beef
(“hanu”) produced in Yangju. Korean beef from Yanjugol has thinner and

experience of the true value of Korean beef, as the ranchers in Yangjugol
focus on producing quality beef from the early stages, feeding the cows a
diet that is centered on rice straw.
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diﬀerent ﬂowers that bloom with each season. The park is a popular destina-

Adults KRW 2,000
Youth·Military personnel
KRW1,000

tion in October when the ﬂower festivals are held featuring autumn plants
such as hairawn muhly and globe amaranth. During the festival season, the
space holds a variety of event and programs besides ﬂower appreciation,
such as live performances and nightscape programs.

Recommended Cafe

ﬁner muscle tissue, resulting in evenly distributed marbling for a juicy
and rich taste and texture. Yangjugol is the only place that oﬀers the

! !r

Nari Farm is an ecological park that boasts ever-changing scenery of

131-66 Gwangsa-ro,
Yangju-Si, Gyeonggi-do
Near Gisan-ri, Baekseok-eup,
Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do

!d

Dangung 단궁

Café near Yangjugol Hanu Maeul

Dangung is a cafe located in Yangjugol Hanu Maeul. It is housed in a Hanok
on a property that boasts a vast size. It is quite a special experience to have a
cup of coﬀee while sitting in the grass garden that spans between the antique
Hanok buildings.
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Twilight blazes in each village as the liquor ages

Gyeonggi's traditional liquor
This itinerary visits traditional breweries and distilleries and provides information on
experience programs scattered around Gyeonggi-do Province.
Encompassing Pocheon, Paju, and Pyeongtaek, those who enjoy ecological and
cultural attractions can all enjoy this itinerary.

There is much more to explore in terms of Korean liquor besides soju and makgeolli (rice wine).
Notably, there are a variety of traditional Korean liquors in Gyeonggi-do Province as it is home to
numerous breweries and distilleries. They are representative examples, including Sansawon, the
Sool Gallery, which is home to rows of liquor jars that are lined up upon a background of beautiful
nature; Gamhongro, one of the three best liquors from the Joseon period; and Cheonbihyang,
a liquor that is carefully brewed and distilled five times. Let us embark on a pilgrimage to check out
Gyeonggi-do Province’s fragrant traditional liquor.

Unaksan Natural
Recreational Forest

The Gallery Sansawon
25, Hwadong-ro 432beon-gil
Hwahyeon-myeon, Pocheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do

“Until a small yeast frame becomes a museum"

+82 31-531-9300

Sansawon, the Sool Gallery, contains a collection of equipment that was

www.sansawon.co.kr

historically used to create traditional liquors, including a medicine press,

08:30-17:30

yeast frame, yongsu (traditional ﬁlter), gyeonbogari (two-tiered jar used

Adults KRW 3,000;
Group (party of 40 or more)
KRW 2,5000

for fermentation), and sojugori (traditional distiller), as well as over 1,000
pieces of literature related to the traditional brewing and distilling of
alcoholic beverages. Visitors can taste spirits that have been freshly

Bukbu Expressway ▶ Geumgangro ▶ The Gallery Sansawon

distilled at Sansawon Winery during a demonstration of the three-step
distilling process. Visitors can also experience making traditional Korean

Get off at Danggogae Station (subway Line 4), take Bus 105-1 ▶ Get
off at Gwangneungnae Terminal,
take Bus 7 from Gwangneungnae ▶
Get off at Hwahyeon 2-ri
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liquor ﬁrsthand in the Gayanju (homebrewed liquor) Classroom.

39, Hwadong-ro 184beon-gil
Hwahyeon-myeon, Pocheon-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-533-9090

Surrounding Unaksan Mountain, which is famous for its beauty, lies in a
dense forest of broad-leafed trees. The autumn leaves are a spectacular
site and visitors can join in the foliage festival every October. The autumn
leaves are not the only beauty that the forest has to oﬀer. The forest boasts
ginger plants and azaleas in April and royal azaleas and wild cherry tree
ﬂowers in May, painting every valley and rock and showing oﬀ its charms
that vary each season.

www.foresttrip.go.kr/indvz/
main.do?hmpgId=0224
Adults (ages 19-64) KRW 1,000;
Adolescents (ages 13-18)
KRW 600;
Children (ages 7-12) KRW 300

Foodie Destination
Chogajipsundububoribap 초가집순두부보리밥
Foodie destination near The Gallery Sansawon

This restaurant oﬀers a reﬁned experience including a traditional Korean
thatched roof and wooden boards. Inside the store are antique objects like
crocks, winnows, ploughs, and buckets, oﬀering visitors a sense of warmth.
The tofu and vegetable wraps with pork are made by the restaurant, making
for a delightful treat.
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Paju Kumkangsan
Land

Spanning over a vast area of 7,200 square meters, Paju Kumkangsan Land
serves a variety of leisure facilities and accommodations as an inclusive
culture and leisure park. The most notable feature is the waterpark that
oﬀers an ample supply of germanium mineral water from 1,020 meters

130, Dogam-ro
Wollong-myeon,
Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

underground. You can also have a good time outside the summertime as
the theme park also oﬀers glamping ground and practice golf course.

+82 31-949-6606
Off-peak
KRW 30,000 (weekdays);
KRW 35,000 (weekends)

Gamhongro Distillery
34-7, Bugok-ri, Paju-eup,
Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-954-6233
gamhongro43.modoo.at
Gangbyeonbuk-ro ▶ Je2jayu-ro
▶ Nambuk-ro ▶ Gamhongro
Distillery
Get off at Paju Station (Gyeongui-Jungang Line), take Bus
600 ▶ Get off at mill stop, take
local busVillage Bus 017-3 from
Junae Mill ▶ Get off at Bugok
2-ri, Witga Village
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Semi-peak
KRW 35,000 (weekdays);
KRW 38,000 (weekends)
Peak
KRW 38,000 (weekdays);
KRW 40,000 (weekends)

“One of the three best liquors in Joseon”
Gamhongro is known as one of the three best traditional liquores along
with Igangju of Jeonju and Jukryukgo of Jeongeup. It is made by distilling
liquor made from rice and infusing Korean medicinal herbs. Therefore,

Foodie Destination

it presents a smooth ﬂavor, even with a 40% alcohol content. Originally,

Pajumatgoeul 파주맛고을

Gamhongro was a traditional liquor of North Korean regions, but the

Pajumatgoeul is a restaurant that was created with the concept of camping,
making it an excellent destination for a family day trip. As the restaurant oﬀers
large-sized trampolines and a playroom for toddlers, parents can have their
meals in peace while their children run around and have a good time. Let us
enjoy the mood, grilling eels, pork shoulder, and spicy stir-fried chicken.

distillery moved to the south amidst confusion from the war, and then
positioned itself in the Paju region.

Foodie destination near Gamhongro Distillery
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Sopung Garden
(Jinwicheon Stream)

Joeunsul (Cheonbihyang)
296-7, Sukseong-ri,
Oseong-myeon,
Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-681-8929
jsul.modoo.at
Gwacheon Bongdam Urban Highway ▶ Capital Region 2nd Ring
Expressway ▶ Pyeongtaek-Paju
Expressway ▶ Joeunsul
Get off at Pyeongtaek Station
(subway Line 1), take Bus 20
from Wonpyeong-dong Community Service Center, Pyeongtaek Elementary School ▶ Get
off at Daewon APT, take Bus 93
▶ Get off at Sujeong-ri
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424-25, Gung-ri,
Godeok-myeon,
Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do

“Brewed and distilled 5 times with utmost care"

+82 31-668-4815

Cheonbihyang is oyangju, which means that it has been fermented 5 times

www.pyeongtaek.go.kr/
camp/main.do

p
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Sopung Garden is a themed camping ground located next to Jinwicheon
Stream. Even if you do not feel like going camping, it can serve as a beautiful
resting area for enjoying the beauty of nature with themed gardens, photo
zones, evening lights, walking trails, lotus marsh, playground, gazebos, and
ponds. It is especially beautiful to watch the sun set over a pond ﬁlled with
lotus ﬂowers.

after adding yeast to already brewed liquor. It is hard to imagine how much
care went into the ﬁnal product. It is named "Cheonbihyang," meaning that
it bears the secret of the thousand-year history of Korean brewing and
distilling, succeeding the traditional way of making alcoholic beverages.
When visiting the distillery, visitors can participate in several experience
programs such as hands-on experience of creating conventional liquor,
as well as snacks made out of suljigemi (leftover yeast after siphoning oﬀ
crude liquor) and face packs.

Foodie Destination
Changnaerimukjip 창내리묵집
Foodie destination near Joeunsul (Cheonbihyang)

At Changnaerimukjip, you can enjoy food that is just as delicious as the food
your grandmother made for you at a reasonable price. The dishes from
Changnaerimukjip, where there is discolored yellow wallpaper, antique tables,
and furniture decorated mother-of-pearl (which is diﬃcult to come by this time
in this day and age), sparks the nostalgia within us.
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It is not makgeolli (rice wine) that you can find just anywhere

Gyeonggi's Makgeolli
Let us take a look at a few makgeolli (rice wine) breweries
that offer great tourist experiences.
We recommend checking out these other regional attractions
located near each brewery.

One of the unique charms of makgeolli (rice wine), which drinkers can even find nowadays, is the
regional brands that offer different specialties and characteristics. Of course, there are several
makgeolli breweries in Gyeonggi-do Province that proudly represent their hometowns. It is notable
that most breweries offer tour and experience programs for curious visitors. You may be surprised
at how much makgeolli breweries have changed and become trendy, boasting lobbies that are
decorated like small cafes or bottles that are beautifully and carefully designed.

b

!d

Baehaejung Doga(BHD Brewery)
835, Seobong-ro
Jeongnam-myeon,
Hwaseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

“Baehaejung Doga(BHD Brewery),
the pioneer of premium makgeolli (rice wine)"

+82 31-354-9376
www.baedoga.co.kr

and produces makgeolli (rice wine) by fermenting raw rice, aiming for the

Umyeonsan-ro ▶ Gwacheon
Bongdam Urban Highway
▶ Capital Region 2nd Ring
Expressway ▶ Baehaejung
Doga(BHD Brewery)

olli (rice wine) to the next level, BHD has developed and markets their

Take Bus 4108 or M4108 from the
Seoul Station Bus Transfer Center
▶ Get off at Yedang Village, Lotte
Castle then take Village Bus 81 ▶
Get off at Munhak 1-ri
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Baehaejung Doga(BHD Brewery) uses liquid yeast of their own invention

09:00-11:00 & 13:00-15:00;
closed on weekends
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premium takju (raw makgeolli) market. Notably, in order to take makge-

Hwaseong City
Botanic Garden
777-17, 3.1manse-ro
Paltan-myeon, Hwaseong-si,
Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-369-6161

This botanical garden is designed in themes to represent Korea's ﬁve most
famous mountains, Seoraksan Mountain, Taebaeksan Mountain, Hallasan
Mountain, Baekdusan Mountain, and Jirisan Mountain. In its entire area
spanning over 110,692 square meters, the botanical garden preserves
more than 1,000 species of Korean ﬂora in a glass greenhouse that
resembles a Hanok, the Plant Explorer, and a mountain trail-themed path
lined with rare species of plants.

botanic.hscity.net
Adults KRW 3,000;
Adolescents & military
personnel KRW 2,000;
Children KRW 1,500

Foodie Destination

ﬂagship "Buja" line, which they produced with the premium rice brand,
Gyeonggi Rice. Visitors can tour the fermentation, ﬁltering, and bottling

Eunhaengnamujip 은행나무집

facilities and get a brief education on making makgeolli (rice wine).

Foodie destination near Baehaejung Doga

When you enter Eunhaengnamujip, you will be immediately greeted by a
huge 180-year-old ginkgo tree. The restaurant specializes in black goat hot
pot which has the power of ﬁring up your whole body when you have just one
bite accompanied by savory perilla seeds.
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Sulseam
114-14, Yangji-ri,
Yangji-myeon, Cheoin-gu,
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.sulseam.com

and have a hands-on experience in extracting raw soju, producing makgeolli

+82 31-645-0001

(rice wine), brewing ewhaju, and making yeast salt. Visitors can order a variety of

www.dpecoland.com/

Gyeongbu Expressway ▶ Yeongdong Expressway ▶ Sulseam
Take an intercity bus, get off at
Yangji
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coﬀee and beverages on the ﬁrst ﬂoor in the lounge designed as a cafe. Also, you
can taste some of traditional liquor products that the alcohol experts present for
sampling. Of course, visitors can purchase traditional liquor selection, yeast salt,
and fermented vinegar.

Deokpyeong Ecoland is a themed rest area where visitors can enjoy themed
content that harmonizes with nature. Eye-catching features include the love
bench that takes the shape of a heart, the Artistic Garbage Can, the pond
in the Central Garden, and the Whale Fountain. Deokpyeong beef and rice

287-76, Deogi-ro
154beon-gil Majang-myeon,
Icheon-si, Gyeonggi-do

At Sulseam brewery, you can take a lecture on traditional alcoholic beverages,

Free tasting; Tour
KRW 10,000;
Brief experience programs
KRW 25,000;
Tour & experience programs
KRW 35,000

t

"Sulseam, a brewery where the liquor experts gather"

+82 70-4218-5225
09:00-20:00 (weekdays);
09:00-18:00 (weekends)

90

Deokpyeong
Ecoland

!e

soup is a great meal for when you visit Deokpyeong Ecoland. With the broth's
savory and rich taste, some people make the trip to this rest area just to for
one bowl of beef and rice soup.

Open 24 hours

Foodie Destination
Oehalmeonijip 외할머니집

Foodie destination near Sulseam

Oehalmeonijip is a Korean restaurant that specializes in savory rich soybean
paste stew and soy pulp stew. The side dishes are made with homegrown vegetables, making the restaurant famous for its sincere dedication to making
delicious food. Many cannot forget the taste of the rich soybean paste stew
that they tasted here at Oehalmeonijip, and make the trip to taste it once again.
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Homyeong
Lake Park

Woorisool
427-3, Daebo-ri,
Jojong-myeon,
Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do

"Where visitors can taste a myriad of makgeolli (rice wine),
made with pine nuts, chestnuts, hallabong, and more"

10:00-16:00
Makgeolli (rice wine) tasing &
tour KRW 5,000;
Making makgeolli (rice wine)
experience KRW 30,000

Get off at Maseok Station (Gyeongchun Line), take Bus 1330-4 ▶
Get off at Hyeon-ri Bus Terminal
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Fishing Grounds located in the middle of the valley presents another happy
hour for ﬁshing enthusiasts. Diﬀerent accommodations and leisure facilities
are prepared within the premise of Homyeong Lake Park, including a plaza at
the entrance, rest area, walking trails, connecting trails, cliﬀ stream features,
and landscaping features like the Kidari Garden, Nanjaengi Garden, and

Woorisoolsool is a makgeolli (rice wine) winery that produces up to

www.gptour.go.kr

ﬂower gardens.

100,000 liters of makgeolli (rice wine) per day, claiming the title of the

Free admission

largest makgeolli (rice wine) brewery in Gyeonggi-do Province. The
company is especially famous for its specialty product, Gapyeong
pine nut rice wine. Visitors can take a tour around the production
procedure, which includes an introduction to Gapyeong’s pine nuts

Bukbu Expressway ▶ Gyeongchunbuk-ro ▶ Gyeongchun-ro
▶ Woorisool

contours of Homyeongsan Mountain alongside a vast reservoir. Sangcheon

+82 31-580-2500

+82 31-585-8525
www.woorisool.kr

Sangcheon-ri, Cheongpyeong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun,
Gyeonggi-do

At Homyeong Lake Park, visitors can enjoy the spectacular features and

as well as various types of makgeolli (rice wine) that Woorisool has
produced, and tasting of samples. Advance reservations (available
via the website or by telephone) are required for participation in
the tour and experience program for making traditional alcoholic
beverages.

Recommended Hotel
Nemo Camp 산으로 간 니모
Lodging near Woorisool

Nemo Camp is the camping ground where visitors can enjoy camping in the
fresh air of Gapyeong 600 meters above sea level. It also oﬀers full-service
glamping facilities, so you can enjoy the landscape without having to pack
camping equipment.
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Containing history, containing livelihoods

Gyeonggi's Traditional Markets
This itinerary covers the charming traditional markets around Gyeonggi-do Province.
We chose markets that especially present expertise and
experience that cannot be found elsewhere.

Traditional markets that can be found everywhere around Gyeonggi-do Province have unique
characteristics and charms of their own to offer visitors. From Moran Market that is bustling like a
festival every 5 days, maintaining the tradition of the market from the old days; Nammun Market,
Suwon, which was founded by King Jeongjo more than 2 centuries ago and eventually became the
heart of Suwon by unifying 9 nearby markets; to Osan Osaek Market, which captures the tastes of
the youth by consolidating craft beers and night markets, let us take a look around the featured
traditional markets of Gyeonggi-do Province.

Daewon Park

Moran Market, Seongnam
68, Dunchon-daero,
Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do

“The market filled with the warmth of the people;
connecting the lineage of traditional markets”

+82 31-721-9905
09:00-19:00
Dongbu Expressway ▶Bundang-Suseo Urban Expressway
▶ Moran Market, Seongnam
Moran Station (subway Line 8)
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+82 31-729-4906

ﬁeld, wildlife ﬂower garden, pine tree forest, children’s playground, and
35 sports facilities such as badminton courts. Local residents especially
love the splendid fountain that contains 77 pieces of underwater lighting
equipment.

Foodie Destination

Moran Market opens every 5 days(the days ending in 4 and 9), which is a
rare practice for a market in the capital region. Primary products traded in

Seongwon Sikdang 성원식당

the market are agricultural products, meat, and health supplements. Just

Foodie destination near Moran Market, Seongnam

like the old days, traders display living chickens, ducks, hares, and other

Seongwon Sikdang specializes in grilled back ribs and rice with cirsium. You may
ﬁnd the deep and savory sweetness derived from the all natural ingredients and
clean spiciness without any artiﬁcial ﬂavor enhancements, but only if you try the chili
pepper powder and Cheongyang gochu.

animals out in the open to sell them, which is one of unique characteristics
of Moran Market, Seongnam.

96

182, Hadaewon-dong,
Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si,
Gyeonggi-do

Daewon Park is a citizens’ park that features a multipurpose playing
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Nammun Market, Suwon
9, Paldalmun-ro, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do
+82 31-207-7913
suwonnammunmarket.com
Gyeongbu Expressway
▶ Yongin-Seoul Expressway
▶ Changnyong-daero
▶ Nammun Market, Suwon
Get off at Suwon Station (subway Line 1), take Bus 400-2
from Maesan Market ▶ Get off at
Paldalmun Gate

"The market founded by a king,
containing 220 years of history"
Nammun Market, Suwon with its 220-year history, is known as the

Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion

Jeongjo of Joseon summoned merchants from three southern provinc-

44-6, Suwoncheon-ro
392beon-gil, Paldal-gu,
Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do

es and Seoul to create a new market in Suwon after granting the right

+82 31-290-3600

only market in Korean history that was organized by a monarch. King

Banghwasuryujeong Pavilion is a structure from the Joseon period that is
known to be the most beautiful building among more than 40 structures that
compose Hwaseong Fortress, Suwon. It is an especially famous destination
for lovebirds looking for a romantic date night for its scenery that seems to
have come right out of a perfect landscape painting. It is also loved by nearby
residents as a spot to walk around and relax.

to distribute ginseng and gat (traditional Korea hat), emphasizing the
signiﬁcance of an active economy.
Currently, Nammun Market, Suwon boasts the largest size in Korea, in

Foodie Destination

aﬃliation with nine markets around the region. From Gucheon-dong
Tool Market, Nammun Gate Rodeo Market, Nammun Gate Fashion 1st

Kookmin Naengmyeon 국민 냉면

Street, and Citizen’s Markets that specialize in clothing items, Young-dong

Foodie destination inside Nammun Market, Suwon

Traditional Market that deals with hanbok, and Paldal Global Market
that is famous for its Fried Chicken Street, all participating markets
have their own personality.
98
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The harmony between the hot and sour spicy buckwheat noodles and the
savory, clean-tasting mug bean pancakes is splendid. Kookmin Naengmyeon
is loved by many, as they oﬀer a clean and rich ﬂavor for a reasonable price.
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Mulhyanggi
Arboretum

Mulhyanggi Arboretum consists of forestry exhibitions, rest areas in the
woods, a grass plaza, observatory, and other accommodations centered
around a theme to represent the encounter between water, woods, and
humankind. The most famous courses in the botanical garden include

211, Cheonghak-ro,
Osan-si, Gyeonggi-do

Osan Osaek Market
Osan Osaek Market Customer
Service Center, 22,
Osan-ro 272beon-gil,
Osan-si, Gyeonggi-do

“The market that gives you youthful vitality"

+82 31-376-4141

in 1792, and has been open ever since. However, based on its rich

5colormarket.com

historical background, Osan Osaek Market is aiming towards a grand

Gyeongbu Expressway ▶
Yongin-Seoul Expressway ▶
Dongbu-daero ▶ Osan Osaek
Market
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won, in which the trees bear edible fruits; and Korea’s Pine Exhibition,

09:00-17:00

where visitors can see various types of pine trees.

Adults KRW 1,5000;
Adolescents & military
personnel KRW 1,000;
Children KRW 700

This traditional market ﬁrst appeared in "Hwaseonggwolliji" published

transformation into a place where people can feel the vitality of the youth
by introducing a variety of festivals and experience programs. The craft
beer festival associated with the night market has earned an especially
large amount of recognition.

Get off at Osan Station (Subway
Line 1)

Mangyeongwon, which is composed of vines and climbing plants; Yusilsu-

+82 31-378-1261

Foodie Destination
Dukkeobi Snack 두꺼비 스낵

Foodie destination in Osan Osaek Market

If you crave spicy rice cakes from the market, it is a perfect idea to look for
Dukkeobi Snack in the Osaek Market. When you dip a crunchy fritters into the
spicy rice cake broth, the harmony of spicy and savory will ﬁll your mouth with
happiness. Blood sausage served with intestines is another delicacy.
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